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Let X be a compact subset of the complex plane C. We denote by a(X) 
the space of all rational functions with poles off X and .9(X) g, the rational 
module 
where each ri(z)~9?(X). Let a= ;(8/2x+ i2/+) be the usual Cauchy- 
Riemann operator in the complex plane and let d* = 8 c ii. We note that a 
function satisfies a*f = 0 in an open set U if and only if f= h + Fk with h 
and k analytic. A major problem in approximation theory is describing the 
closure of the rational module 92(X) ~?i in various norms (see [3]). It has 
been shown in [S] that W(X) gi is dense in C(X), the space of all 
continuous functions on X, for any compact X when the interior k of X is 
empty. However, the presence of an interior really complicates the 
situation. An outstanding open problem is whether S?(X) P, is dense in the 
space { f~ C(X): J*f= 0 in k} for all compact sets X. 
For 1 6 p 6 00, let L,P(X) be the closed subspace of Lp(X) which consists 
of functions analytic in 2. If I/ is any space of functions on X, we denote 
by [ VJP the closure of V with respect to the LP(X) norm, and we write 
p = {f: f~ V} where p is the usual Cauchy transform of ,fi In (6) the 
author proved that [9(.X’) g,], = [W(X) + L:(X)” 1, for all 1 d p < K. 
using the theory of singular integrals and Schwartz lemma. In this note, we 
use a somewhat constructuve method to prove the same result for the Lp 
norms and then extend it to the BMO norm case. 
To each compact subset X of @ (E lR*) one associates the restrictive 
spaces BMO(X) = BMO(C)lX z BMO(C))lI(X) and VMO(X) = 
VMO(@)~,EVMO(C)/J(X), where Z(X)= {~EBMO(C): f’=O a.e. on Xi 
and J(X)= {~EVMO(@): f=O a.e. on X}. Let [9(X) P,],,, and 
[g(x) + L,” cm A 1 BMCI be the closure in BMO(X) of 9(X) 9, and 
a(X) + L,:(X) h, respectively. Holden’s extension theorem [ 1 ] implies that 
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C~u-) e 1 BMO and [g(X) + L,“(X) A 1 BMO are contained in VMO(X), and 
consequently in 
VMO(X) n {f: azf= 0 in A!}. 
We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let X be a compact set of the complex plane. Then 
(i) [9((X) $1, = [B?(X) + L,P(X) h ],for all 1 <p < co and 
(ii) C~(J341BMO= C~(X)+~,“W)AIBMo. 
Throughout the paper the letter C denotes a constant, which may be 
different at each occurrence. 
The proof of the theorem depends on the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Zf 1 Q q < co there is a constant C such that 
s ,y~x,<B IgW14dmb9~CE4 1 ( J 
P”d~)ly dm(y) 
,%,<2 lY--xlG& > 
for all x E @ and E > 0 and for all g E L;(C) which vanish on an open subset 
Of%? El. 
Here dm is the Lebesgue measure on UZ; LCj is the usual Sobolev space, 
and B(x, E) is the s-ball about x. 
Remark. If q = co, then it is easy to see that supYE B(x Ej I g( y)l < CE for 
all XE @ and E > 0 and YE B(x, E) for all ge L?(C) which vanish on an 
open set because then g would be a Lip 1 function (see [4]). 
Proof of lemma. We may assume that g E C”, x = 0, and g(xo) = 0 for 
some Jx,,I 6 E. Using polar coordinates centered at x,,, we have 
g(y) = dxo + tr) = ji i C&x, + zr)] dz 
= &a(xo+7r)l.=,]t-j~7.~ [g(x,+zr)] dz. 
By Holder’s inequality we have 
IdX0 + tr)14 < C Eq 1 lDag(xo + tr)lY 
loll = I 
+ E(2Y-2) 1 j’r.IDBg(x,+rr)lYdr . 
IPI= 0 1 
Integrating with respect to t and r we get the desired inequality. 
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Proof of Theorem (i). It sufftces to prove [9(X) .!?,I,, 2 
[9(X) f L,P(X)” 1, for all 1 6 p < co. The other inclusion is easy (see [6]). 
Let f~ L:(X), 1 < p < co. We can assume that both f and f vanish outside 
X. Let p be a function of class C” such that support p c B(0, 1 ), 0 6 p < 1 
and jp dm= 1. If we write p,(x)=(l/e’) P(x/E), then {pi,} is an 
approximate identity and S pi: dm = 1. j a’p, dm = 0, support p,: c B(0, E) 
and 
s la’p,l dm f C/EI’, i= 1, 2. (1) 
We write F,(x) =p* p,(x) = j f(x - t) p,(t) dm(t). Then Fee C%(c) and 
F, converges to p in Lp(X). Furthermore, we have a2F, = (a?) * (a~,) = 
f’ * 8p, = (f- c) * ap, for any constant c. Using (1) we obtain the estimate 
for any constant c. Also 8’F, = (a’f) * pE = (8f) * pi =0 in .I’” = 
{xEX:~(X,@\X)>E} since @=O in *. 
Let gE Lq(X), p-’ + q-’ = 1, and p = g dm a measure on X which is 
orthogonal to B(X) P,. We write 
P(z) = jz d/L(x). 
We note that p is continuous; p = 0 off X and fi E Q(X) [IS]. Thus we have 
(3) 
where X, = {X E 2: d(x, @\X) < a}. The first equality follows from Lemma 1 
in [S]. So we must prove that the integral in (3) tends to zero when E + 0. 
To estimate this integral we cover the complex plane Q= by balls of radius 
E with the property that each x E C belongs to at most M, balls. Let { zk 1 
be an enumeration of the centers of those balls that intersect X,. Then for 
each k, the distance from zk to the boundary of X, dX, is at most 2~ so 
there is an x,E~X such that Ixk-zkl f 2s and B(z,, E)C B(xkr 3~). Then 
the balls { B(x,, 3~)) cover X, and have the property that x E @ belongs to 
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at most M2 such balls when M2 is a suitably chosen constant. Using the 
lemma we have 
(4) 
Now we estimate the integral in (3). 
Equations (2) and (4) together show that 1s F, dplq < 
cllfll; c ,a, G2 fuB(xk,3Ej lD”~l” dm and the last sum tends to zero as E -+ 0 
because /.I E L;(X). 
If p = 1, then q = co. It is easy to see that (3) tends to zero as E -+ 0 
because p is a Lip 1 function. Therefore, the proof of Theorem (i) is 
complete. 
Proof of Theorem (ii). Let f E [a(X) + L;(X)“],,,. We may think 
that in fact f E VMO(@) and a2f = 0 on X. Replacing f by #f where 
4 E C:(C) takes the value 1 on a neighborhood of A’, we can assume also 
that f is compactly supported. It is also easy to see that (see [2]) 
VMO(X)=CMO(@)/K(X), where CMO(@) is the closure of C;(C) in 
BMO(C) and K(X) = (f ECMO(@): f = 0 a.e. on X}. Since CMO(@)* = 
H’(C), it is clear that VMO(X)* = (h E N’(C): h = 0 a.e. on X’}. 
Let h E VMO(X)* and assume that h is orthogonal to 95?(X) $. We must 
show that h is orthogonal to L,“(X)“. We write /A= h dm and note that 
PE L:(X) because of the theory of singular integrals [4]. Let f E L,“(X). 
The same construction and similar proof as in part (i) give us F2 E Coo(c), 
F, converges uniformly to j? and 1 F, & + 0 as E -+ 0. Then j f dp = 0 as 
desired. 
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